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A Guide On How To Become A Good ArcheryArchery is an important skill for survival. Early

civilizations rely on archery to hunt for food and also as a means of defense in warfare. Today,

archery is now considered as a sport. Aside from the Olympic Games, there are now many

organizations that hold archery competition.With popular culture featuring archery as a thrilling

sport, it is no wonder why it has become a trendy sport for everyone. If you are one of the many

people who want to learn archery, and then let this book give you everything that you need to know

about archery. With this book, you will learn about the following:Learn about the basics of archery.

Chapter 1 briefly discusses about the different types of archery that you can join.Know what kinds of

equipment you need to invest in if you want to start archery as a hobby. Chapter 2 will discuss about

the types of bows, bowstring, arrows and protective equipment that you need to buy in order to

jumpstart this sport.Lastly, Chapter 3 will discuss about tips and tricks that you can do to improve

your skills in archery. This chapter will discuss what you need to do in order to achieve a good

stance, posture and grip so that you can become better at archery.Archery is more than just aiming

at your target and shooting arrow at it. It involves discipline, focus and the right form to be able to

perform well.While you need to train all the time to improve your skills, it is important that you also

have fun. The key to being a good archer is to have the right skills and mindset. But it is also

important to be able to explore your abilities as an archer.Shooting arrows can be so much fun!
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Not a bad book for someone who is looking to get into archery as a hobby but it would be much

improved by pictures or illustrations; the only reason I could follow was because I have some



instruction in archery. Would not recommend it for anyone looking to compete.

Not particularly useful, vague description of technique, poorly written, typos, references to terms not

defined in book. No pictures. Pictures are nice.

Too much text on history, not enough on execution. True: it's a free book, but describing technique

fundamentals without the reinforcement of illustrations doesn't get it. Pass on this book.

great book

Another good DIY book for my collection

good free download
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